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Excerpted from THE TRIAL OF JACK RUBY (A Classic Study of Courtroom 
Strategies), by John Kaplan and Jon R. wa1tz66The Macmillan 
Company, NT, 1965. 

Background of authors: 
k 

Kaplan: Prof. of Law at Stanford U. specialisingalising in criminal 
law and evidence. Graduated Harvard College and Law 
School, where he was editor of ,Law )Review; served as law 
clerk to Sup. Ct. Justice Tom C. wiark. prior to teach-
ing, most of professioaal career spent in Criminal Div. 
of Dept. of Justice and as asst. US Arty. in San Francisco. 
In 1962 became Prof. of Law at tthwestern U. School of 
Law in Chicago. Three years let r, after year as visiting 
Prof. of Law at U. of Calif.at Berkeley, joined faculty 
at Stanford. 35 years old. 	1 

Welts: Graduate College of Wooster and ,Tale Law School; editor 
ofcrale Law Journal. As member of triai dept. of law 
firm of Squire, Sanders & Dempsey in CleVeland, Ohio, 
for 10 years was actively engaged at both trial and ap-
pellate levels in civil and crimAnal matters, usually as 
counsel for defendant. Now Prof.' of Law it Northwestern 
U. School of Law and litigation Consultant to large 
Chicago law firm. 35 years old.!1 

fl 
p.103 	 Although the roaecution made no retort when referred to 

by Joe ronahill as persecutors," they did retaliaAe against 
Bellies and Tonahillts mispronouncing of Jim Bowie's name as Boy" by 
referring to Melvin Belli as "Mr. Belly." 

In one way the disorder of the jury selection was somewhat less 
pronounced than that ofothe venue hearing. Although it had.been aug-
mented by reporters sent in to cover the trial and the picking of the 
jury, the press corps seemed somewhat better behaved. Their interviews 
with the defendant had been stopped on the orders of Judge Brown, over 
the protest of Joe Tonahill, who complained that Ruby "had his consti-
tutional right to free spaiseh,. and the number of reporters who charged 
down the aisle to interview the participants Lb the trial seemed small-
er. Only one subtle effect of the press coverage appeared undiminished 
from the venue hearing: Just before the deadline of each morning and 
afternoon newspaper some disturbance even greater than usual would erupt. 

f 
p.112 	 While it cannot be definitely ests0,1ished, it seems likely 

that Melford's conduct had not come as 4 complete surprise to 
Judge Brown. The Dallas public-relations firmArhich had been hired to 
assist in the distribution of Melford's material had requested an okay 
from Sheriff Bill Decker before commencing hheundertaking. The de_ 
sired clearance had been granted. 	 i 

Maurice Belford exerted a far more sigificant  influence on the 
course of the Ruby case than either Belli or the general public rea-
lized. Educated at the University of IllinoiS School of Journalism, 
he hed,:tANIMOalie-rell-PA, A9PPe4V;40*er,W140AAAtiter 
of theltpliepsy League INA:401eti eP 	4S,004;9-46M4/1 !'1,7 
theless pewerfully_somilitted 1661144"dau " ofljutlie education co - cern- 
ingAhl 0*1444,1,W*W107.2004.711114etz the outlines of Melvii4Oliff 
defewel stray 	were pu 1 y retested during  the second baillwar- 

iiltwOle, cr4 had 	1 ,t23; time in 
it BellilwoUldelistort sttairgt:nO; 1)4% g:T L.N1. Tt' t 	t ) 14/-t 	"TLJ 
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epileptic condition, Melford had provided Henry Wade with the names of 
a number of respected neurological experts who could be expected to 
dispute not only the Towler-Gibbs diagnosis but also its very founda-
tion, the Gibbs theory of the psychomotor epilepsy variant. Three of 
the experts suggested to Wade by Medford were called as prosecution 
witnesses at the Jack Ruby trial. They were Dr. A. Earl. Walker of 
Johns Hopkins University, Dr. Francis M. Forater of the University of 
Wisconsin and Dr. Roland Mackay of Northwestern University. 

Although Maurice Melford had returned to Chicago ,  after his or-
ganization's abortive effort to educate the news media Concerning 
epilepsy, he did not remain away long. He flew tikKIE back to- Dallas 
in the company of Dr. Roland Mackay and stayed there inconspacuously 
until the jury's verdict had been announced. Much of Assistant Dis-
trict Attorney William Alexander's subsequent effictivetiess with the 
medical witnesses who testified for and against Jack Ruby was directly 
attributable to the counseling of Melford and the three doctors recom-
mended by him. 

pp.114./He7ry Wade and his assistants looked ahead with equanimity to 
5 the trial which was to begin the next day. Not only did ',the 

prosecution have a jury which suited it perfectly, but it was fully ' 
prepared to cope with any surprise witnesses the defense might attempt • 
to produce. The crime itself had been . the most public' in history and 
the investigation that had followed had been perhaps more thorough 
than any before in our nation, with efforts of the Dallas police being 
supplemented by the vast investigatory,  ,resources of the:FBI as wall as 
several other federal investigative agencies. FBI agents had inter-
viewed every person to whom Ruby had talked between the 'assassination 
of the president end the shooting of Oswald, and they not only Ties-
tioned friends from Ruby's, youth but had followed his entire life' 
history. They had audited. Ruby's books, bank accuunts and tax returns; 
they had investigated his employees and business associate', and exam-
ined the telephone-company records of not only Ruby' a and his family' 
calls but of all those who had received a call from Ruby or his family. 
And they had checked out an enormous :umber of reports and rumors that 
came to them from a wide variety of sources 	

\,.
. 

Moreover, although local law enforcement officers genially corn-
plain that coopenition with the FBI is. a one-way street - that they 
give great amounts of information to the FBI and receive littla in 
return - in this case the FBI made a great deal of information 'availi 
able to the prosecution. (Though not, the prosecutors contended, as 
much as they were entitled to, considering the cooperation shown the 
FBI by the Dallas authorities.) In the officers of the United States 
Attorney, Barefoot Saunders, Assistant District Attorney Frank Watts 
was permitted to inspect some four thoUsand pages of FBI interviews, 
and while he was not permitted to take these reports from the U.S. 
Attorney' s office, he did digest them into a 350-page book. This book, 
which lay on the proseckutirn counsel table during the entire trial, 
contained statmments by almost all of those called as witnesses - for 
the defense as well as the prosecution. Ict had been invaluable for 
locatipg 

and 	
witnesses and even mbre,important, w.oi4,4, lie used 

again and again, to oontradiCt,defense .witnesses. with statcmanO0h0 
they had made to the FBI 	dayi shortly' attar the shoOt ing • Of 
0 
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TKO prosecution telVittelf tt11 armed in the medical phaaSS., of 
cl,aisilf,ARA-Irla 	purely fao al ones. At first they had Com- 

41-?.:14.)? 11Aatr if,tt..2. 	 • Towler's report was completed, the district 
towitinu 
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attorney's office had not been able to obtain the copies of the actual 
electroencephalographic tracings. During this period they had been 
concerned, though not too worried. If it turned out that the tracings 

conclusively supported Dr. Towler's view that Ruby was afflicted with 
psychomotor epilepsy, they would be forced to fight on the sole ground 
that Ruby had not in fact suffered an epileptic attack at the time of 
the shooting. Although they were prepared to do this L  they could hardly 
feel comfortable with only one string in their bow. Eventually their 
insistent demands that the judge make the actual tracings available to 
them produced results. Judge Brown agreed to have a Texas state trooper 
pick them up from Dr. Towler in Galveston. Immediately after receiving 

the two shoeboxes which contained the results of dtuby's electroencephalo_ 
graphic examination, the prosecutors made copies of the wavy tracings 
and sent them for examination to several of the nation's most prominent 
specialists in epilepsy. Jim Zimmermann, a. thirty-one-year-old former 
Office of Strategic Intelligence agent and an assistant district attorney 
for two and a half years, took one set of copies to Houston, New York 
and Baltimore, while Bill Alexander departed for Chicago and Madison, 
Wiseonsin, with another. Just to make sure that the defense staff would 
not find out what was goigg on, Henry Wade allowed rumors to be spread 
that he had been dissatisfied with Alexander's work at the chaege_of-
venue hearing and was keeping him out of the wiry of the jury during 
part of the voir dire. When Alexander and Zimmermann returned 	Dallas, 
they found tharrifery one of the medical experts they had contacted had 

agreed, after examining the EEG tracings, to testify for the prosecution. 
Except for a nagging feeling that the psychomotor epilepsydefense 

was so simple and so wrong that it must be a cover-up for some brilliant 

stroke by Belli - a feeling which lasted until the very end of the case 

- the prosecutors sat back confidently awaiting the beginning of the 
trial. 

p.117 	 On the obvious ground that it came too late, Judge Brown 
denied the motion for the separate trial on the issue of Ruby's 

present insanity and instead at the end of the trialinstructed the jury 
that it might find Ruby presently so insane as to have been unable to 
cooperate in his defense. 
	 Here again, though the defense would have been entitled to 

a separate jury trial on the issue of Ruby's insantiy at the time of 
the crime, their motion was clearly too late. The jury had already been 
picked after a lengthy voir dire on issues, including opposition to 
capital punishment and the presence of a fixed belief as to whether 
Ruby had shot Oswald, which were completely irrelevant to the question 
of Ruby's insantiy. If the demand for a separate trial on insanity 
were granted, a new dury would have bo be picked, while the jury already 
selected would have to be sent home to be called back only if the in-

sanity trial resulted in rejection of the defendant's claim. The court 
was not obligated to allow this disruption when the motion could as 
easily have been filed before any jury was impaneled. 

np.128/Bil1 Alexander's next witness, T. B. Leonardj  a lieutenant in 

9 the Burglary and Theft Bureau of the Dallas rolice Department, 
continneel,,t , recessioaof p Trary TIAIPPot. At Oclut"4130  that 
Friday nigh , 	testified ,m 	Ot 	 WA* 	a liras 
conference in the police as 	 'utifie7elbS■ 	 wa, 

er,W27***14aa 	Vgre4tVaonfusien as reporters
 mined 

ab 	seeking stories. .1" 	y was there with a notebook in one!har 

Or /111 rPIIMD$00102'.. Someone called to him, aaking him 
what he 

e 	 t 	*404/14c1  first said, "I brought the sandwiches: yruipmw Exfutz!otr.: 
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_ 	 puu aRa pencil, he said, *I'm a reporter to- 
night." A short while later uswald had been brought in and Leonard 
had not noticed Ruby after this time. 

(Note: Lt. Leonard was not a witness before the Commission. 
While my recollection may be in error, I have no recol-
lection of an exhibit of Jaek Ruby's notebook in which 
there were any notions applicable to this testimony.) 

p.134/ 	 Tgen while Bill Alexander scrupulously avoided any ques_ 5 tions which might be thought leading, Leavelle told his story: 
A: Well, there was a man came from the crowd of reporters and photogra- 

phers and police offiaers too, I assume, and up to in fmnt of my- 
self* Mr. Oswald and flr. Graves. 

Q: Now what, if anything, first attracted your attention to this man? 
A: When he first dashed from the crowd, I saw that he had a pistol in 

his right hand, and he was raising it up in preparation to shoot. 
Q: will you stand up and demonstrate to the jury the manner in which 

he raised his hand? 
A: It came up from his aide when I first saw it, like this. 
Q: All, right. And after that pistol came up into your view, what, if 

anything, did you do? 
AS I reached to try to catch the man by the shoulder, and did succeed 

in catching him by his left shoulder. 
Q: All right. Now, would you estimate for us how many steps the man 

took after you first saw the gun in his hand? 
A: To me it appeared that he took two quick steps. 
Q: And at the end of these two quick steps, what are the facts as to 

whether or not he fired the gun? 
A: Yes, sir; that is correct. He did. 
Qi And what, if anything, did Lee Harvey Oswald do or say when the 

gun was fired? 
A: He grunted and hollered and said "Oh" and slumped to the floor. 

(Note: This testimony is either wrong or false. Compare it 
with famous Jack Beers' picture on back Cover and in 
Report. 

And why should Leavelle have taken Oswald back 
into the jail office to work on him since he is not a 
duct or? There was a police ear waiting and they could 
have had Oswald at the hospital by the time the ambulance 
got there. 

Ig the shooting happened at 11:21, there was a full 
10-minute delay (p.188) before the call for the ambulance 
was made at 11:31. The trip to the hospital took less 
than k.  minutes (p.188).) 

p.143 After a short while on the jail floor, Ruby had been hustled 
into the elevator and up to the fifth floor to the upstairs 

jail office. Henry Wade asked, "What, if anything, did Ruby say at 
that time?" and &Olin the defense attorneys objected, but on the dis-
trict attorney's assurance that "this is a matter of a few minutes," 
Judge Brown overruled the objections and held the testimony admissible. 

,,Areher,ttsn related-that he,ha4.sai0,49,.];tuby, 7jaak,-;%t 
you killed him,N and that flipar,haVreplied; ,I,lntended to eh9AP_ 
three times." The distrie attoney'quiedy"finiShad'the direct'exan trit,A L up:: 
flat, 	 the witrilirli*Npirepelii. 

r=p -35-1 	#1,-; 	llenz7;1940 had wanted very much to introduce two pieces 
rrEIA int devidtrOl itin#1 by the police - one a copy of a radio talk 

vinio9alui pcithdrv, 
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on "heroism"  found in Ruby's car and the other the Western Union re-

ceipt for a twenty-five-dollar money order found in his pocket - but 

somehow these bits of evidence were misplaced by the Dallas police and 

Wade was unable to find either one. 

p.267 . 	 it was Hubert Winston Smith - chancellor of the Law_ 

Science Academy of America and himself both a lawyer and a phy-
sician - who initiated the New 'York psychiatrist's entry into the Ruby 

ease by recommending him to Belli. 

p.314 Alexander then reached the prosecution's main hurdle in the 

Ruby case. 

I have seen enough to know that any time a jury is considering a murder 
case, the first question they are going to ask is, "Should the 
deceased have departed?"  I know that. 

I am not going to defend Oswald to you. But I tell you 
this, American justice is on trial. 

American justice had Oswald in its possession. 
The Dallas Police Department had Oswald in its possession. 
Oswald was entitled to the protection of the law, until the 

law chose no longer to protect him and to punish him. 

Oswald was a living, breathing, American citizen, whatever 
he may have done. Re was entitled to be tried in a court of 
justice. 

p.332 This was the time to convince the jury that any feelings of out_ 
rage against the defendant could just as effectively be expressed 

by a long prison term as by the death penalty, especially since - regard-
less of their views on Ruby's legal insanityi- the jurors could have no 

doubt that the defendant was not a wholly normal person. With but a few 
words Belli could have started the jury thinking about an entirely dif-
ferent consideration which did not in fact occur to them. Be might have 
used a version of the argument with which the New York attorney James B. 
Donovan, depending the Russian spy known as Rudolf Ivanovich Abel, saved 
his client from the death penalty. Donovan argued not that his client 
deserved anything base than death, but that it was important to keep him 
alive so that he might be of use to us. Similarly Belli might have 
pointed out that if the jurors caused the executien of Jack Ruby, they 
would be sealing his lips just as effectively as he had sealed Oswald s. 
Belli, while maintaining that, in fact, there were no sinister reasons 
for Ruby's violent act, could at the same time have pointed out that 
history takes many strange turns and that there might onme a time in the 

future when a living Jack Ruby - able, perhaps, to refute rumor and gos-

sip - might be of value to the nation. 

This is not to say that this argument would inevitably have won 
the jury over, although interestingly enough Donovan's argument - save 
the man's life because he may be useful to us later - was not only sue-
cessfull but correct. Abel, sentenedd to thirty years in prison instead 
of death, was subsequently exchanged for an American prisoner held o by 
the Russians, U-2 pilot Gary Powers. 

p.340 	„pjt, ngqwd of reporters eNwrindEd, N4.17174 AAIJA, :404 4 Ne. 
self- later re etruntp4 ;t. 9.0 	s (7,311.14. :V/AlLt  „PAW, ilagl .bplapu ;tat 1_ 

roaded 	that the jurors had made Dallas a city of shame forilmer- __ p_ • • 

M  °113  'OLI-  fi 	 a **! 	 of court and city, yet' ;:,etand 
by every elle of them. AmeteleaX justice had been raped - outraged,. and, 

ITATOqing1 -144-4W;tp4rs0 was its spokesmen there."  Belli also insisted 

d_tOsSIKI7 had)petiarp04x_pt of pure anger but in great part becetrWhere 
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was a large collection of foreign newsmen there and he considered it 
his patriotic duty to make sure they understood that American justice 
was not always what they had seen in Dallas. 

PP.343/Shortly after the departure of Percy Foreman, Dr. Hubert Winston 
4 Smith, the attorneyiand physicisn who had acted as Melvin Belli's 

medical adviser fram the beginning of the Ruby case, took over as hhief 
counsel. Instead of the usual short retainer agreement, Ruby and Dr. 
Smith aigned a most unusual, if not unprecedented, six-page contract. 
After pointing out that the Ruby case posed *a supreme challenge to the 
field of 'The Proofs of Science and the Salience of Proof' to which Dr. 
Hubert Winston Smith has devoted his life, individually . . . and 
through the Law-Science Academy.  of America, a nonprofit, oharitablo 
organization made up of more than 800 leading trial lawyers, judges, 
physicians and scientific specialists which Dr. Smith leads as Chancel-
lor," the agreement set forth its signatories' undertaking to discover 
and make known "the complete and additional true facts," Dr. Smith 
agreed to conduct "an exhaustive drag-net medicg-legal and scientific 
analysis of the Ruby case from cellar to garret - all without fee. 

Dr. Smith also agreed that "there shall be no disparagement of 
Dallas, which is the home of Dr. Smith's mother and sister," and no 
"public criticism of courts or juries, nor of prior counsel." Jack 
Ruby agreed that, upon any retrial, if Dr. Smith "deem it wise," he would 
"take the stand and waive his privilege against self-incrimination and 
his rights of secrecy under the Attorney-Client Privilege." In addition 
to Dr. Smith, the agreement was signed by Joe H. Tonahill, Phil Burleson, 
Jack Ruby and Jack's sister, Mrs. Eva Grant. 

On April 27, 3_964, Dr. Smith filed in Judge Brown's court a 
motion requesting that the defendant be hospitalized immediately and 
that an inquiry into his present sanity be conducted. In this motion 
Dr. Smith also requested thht Ruby NRx2HKR be permitted to undergo 
hypnosis and the administration of sodium pentothal, the so-called 
"truth serum," in the hope that significant information buried doop in 
his subconscious might be uncovered. This sort of tehting had been 
"neglected" prior to Ruby's trial, said Dr. Smith, "through no fault 
of Defendantla counsel. 

PP.345/ In view of his "unexpected discovery" that the defendant was 
6 presentlyupsychotic, Dr. West had abandoned any effort oby 

means of special examinxtion" to probe Ruby's mental status 
at the time of Lee Harvey Oswald's slaying. The psychiatrist's report 
concluded with an urgent recommendation that Ruby be hospitalized imme-
diately. He termed him "actively suicidal" and urged that appropriate 
precautions, including ktax close observation, be undertaken. His 
prognosis was "fair, if proper treatment is promptly instituted." Al-
though it suggested the possibility of organic brain damage, Dr. dent's 
report included no reference to psychomotor variant epilepsy or, for 
that matter, episodic dyacontrol. 

Dr. West was not the only ppychiatrist to comment on Ruby's 
mental condition. Within a few days of West's examination two other 
psychiatrists, both appointedoby Judge Brown, had turned Wthair,pe-
ports,v-Dr6r Robert L. Stubblefield, vho'Jha&testified. for the.proseou-
tion at the trial, interjiewed-Ruby ice.'an4 describect'thw.*depreesive 
and-  Pap.9194-&11,-Prends-4,,, fLro 	g"-e behavior." He diagnosed RubyeHaa.,  
betng- smOttiei-Sr,'eitOtti6A911tOilethil.bet0i" "If this behavior pattern per. 
aistWitie_ Bald, "it will lie necessary, in my opinion, for no to Ze<COIrn• 
ittisnA 	 oaiiii4ity of a hearing to consider a trial by jut", o 

L--the'ilWitti0kat 	1: 610 a sanity." 	 EAllf121311i 
e;'• 
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The report of the other psychiatrist, Dr. W. R. Beavers, was 
similar to Dr. Stubblefield's. Dr. Beavers reported that Ruby was 
actively hallucinating and that he was a suicidal risk. "lif this patient 
were without criminal charges," Dr. Beavers stated, "it is my opinion 
that he should have immediate ppsychiatric hospitalization and close 
observation because of the possibility of a suicidal. attempt." Ruby 
was, he said, 'acutely mentally ill." Again no mention of psychomotor 
variant epilepsy was made. 

On Monday, April 28, Judge Brown denied the request that ruby be 
hospitalized but announced that he would convene a full-saale sanity 
trial "at the first suitable date." Under Texas law the sole function 
of the sanity trial would be to determine Ruby's sanity subsequent to 
his trial. Texas law provides a jury trial for this purpose and speci-
fies further that if a defendant in found insane, his appeal will remain 
in abeyance until either he recovers his sanity or his attorneys elect 
to have the appeal heard regardless of his mental condition. The basic 
purpose of such a sanity hearing is tied up with the fact that in both 

St England and the United States an insane person may not be executed. This 
rule was originally justified on the theory that the condemned man's in-
sanity precludes his making his peace with God and preparing his soul 
for the hereafter. bow, in our secular age, the mime rule is defended 
on the ground that his insanity might prevent him from presenting a meri-
torious ground for setting aside his conviction. Since the courts are 
open to htn until the last moment, it is argned that the state must allow 
him every possible opportunity to avoid execution of the death sentence 
even when it means postponing the execution until he has recovered p his 
sanity. 

On the day following his granting of the defense's motion for a 
sanity hearing, Judge Brown denied the motions for a new trial - by now 
there had been three of them z the original and two amended motions. 
Once the new.trial motions were denied, the appeal could proceed, and on 
that same day the defense formally noted its intention to appeal to the 
Texas Court of Criminal. Appeals at Austin. One week later Dr." Hub e rt 
Winston Smith informed °judge Brown that "economic necessities compsakled 
him to withdraw from the Ruby ease. Dr. Smith asserted that he had been 
advised that he would not be included La -the budget of the University 
of Texas Law School for the coming year unless he halted his activities 
on behalf of Jack Ruby. 

While the Ruby family and its attorney searched for yet another 
chief counsel, Jack Ruby was being treated for mental illness in his 
maximum-security cell in the Dallas County Jail. Dr. Stubblefield had 
advised the judge that Ruby's mental condition "should yield to treat-
ment," and the judge told newsmen, "I believe ithey're giving him happy 
pills or something. Things so fax indicate a sanity hearing." The dis-
trict Attorney's offpe did not dispute the nbelief that Ruby needed 
medical treatment. 	It's my understanding, District Attorney Wade re- 
marked, "that Ruby needs some kind of treatment. Re's been under a 
strainh sitting up there knowing he's been sentenced to the electric chair. This "death-house psychosis," Wade added, was "not uncommon" 
in persons awaiting execution. 

On Sunday, June 7, while the search for a chief counsel continue 
Earl warren, the Chief 	of the, United States and the'ailditOgn of 
the PreSidentiqrfeammissionan'he'Aileassinaqen of kresiAent 15;41034, 
took Jack Ruby's teetimony'teCtheiL DalIaS CenntY 	 '690IMOW 
rambingieoltoquilistelinlmospt,63.InWelligible, lasted three hours ao'fi 

tt—tarte,6.11: i'ioryjodd speo#acle. Ruby dominated the hearine 
Eire44onallyelmqulrimg-of the nonplussed Chief Wustice, "Am I boring 

D-1 	'y 
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P.350 On July 18, 1964, it fell to his (Clayton Fowler, then president 
of Dallas County Criminal Bar Association) laat to attend the 

polygrauh - lie detector - teat that was given to huby in the Dallas 
uounty "ail by two FBI agents. Earl Ruhr, Sol Dann and Fowler had several times agreed that Jack Iluby should not take a lie detester test and Raelnexamn Fowler on a number of occasions had advised ti s client against submitting to such an examinatiaa. Fowler, however, had received no advance notioe of the arrival of the FBI agents, who were accompanied by an assistant counsel to the barren Commission. Sheriff Bill Decker telephoned him that the polygraph team had arrived at the jail, and since it was a Saturday afternoon, Fowler felt it was too late to try to find a judge who might enjoin the test. Moreover, Jack Ruby was determined to proceed. He told Fowler, who had rushed to the jail, "Iry god, I'm going to take the testi" And he did. During a break in the questioning, Fowler telephoned Eva Grant and told her what was happening. She in turn telephoned attorney Sol Dann in Detroit. Dann then telephoned Fowler, advised him that he was fired for not stopping the lie detector test, and stated that he would file assault and batterygcharges against virtually everyone associated with the test. Fowler countered by in-forming Sol Dann that kie he was fired. 

p.353 Bellows was fully familiar with the Escobedo case; ho had suc- 
cessfully represented a co-defendant of secobedwiwhose confession was held inadmissible before Esoohedola own case reached the United States Supreme Court. Bellows realized that although some of the lang-uage in the Escobedo opinion was helpful to Ruby since he clearly had not been warned of his right to remain silent before he made his state-ments, it was still an open question whether the remarks made by Ruby after his arrest would be held inadmissible on appeal. First of all a majority of the Supreme Court might refuse to apply the broad language of the Escobedo  opinion to a case in which the questioning had taken place over such a short time and in which the accused had i neither asked for a lawyer nor been denied one. 
In addition, although the trial evidence did not in any way re-flect this, there might be a serious problem in convincing an appellate court that Ruby's statements had been made during a "process" whose "purpose? (was) to elicit a confession." The alleged statements testi-fied to by Sergeant Dean were made to a Secret Service agent who was interested not in getting a confession to the murder of Oswald but only in finding out whether Ruby had had anything to do with the assassination of President Kennedy. .... 

p.354 Bellows and the team he headed were not the only lawyers seeking the reversal of Jack Ruby's conviction. Melvin Belli was also trying to do his bit for his former client. He traveled thr oughout the country lecturing, giving press conferences and appearing on television, denouncing the "Oligarchy" of Dallas, the trial of Jack Ruby and the 
"rape of the common law. Again and again he referred to the "kangaroo court" which had convicted Ruby and asserted that "Joe Brown didn't walk to the bench each day, he hopped." (The Australian Law Journal, in an article entitled "Due Process and the Amer can r 	na ir 	t, L,.......co?A9 it necessary to point out that "Mr, F4ell it" Feg ran.Q.9i  .P„,a ,.`442$vniLlAity c-court r**sit'lifiiiettay inters. 
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'ealltateel 	 ge Brown was writing a book aboutvpapa.14440i- 
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pation in Jack Ruby's trial and that it was scheduled for publication 
in a few months. As the defense attorney put it, 

(T)he preparation, publication and sale of the aforesaid book 
will be direcily affected by the outcome .1. an' this CourtTs decision  
during 	. . 1-he sanity hearinc  	in that Defendant is 	subject 

 of such unfinished-bpi:4cl and such matters presently before the  
Court could serve as an additional chapter in ea1.3 book.  
Th776731:T=7377115707In his written motion, gave Judge Brown a 
personal and pecuniary interest in the impending proceedings. "The de_ 
cisions of this Court," he said, "could be influenced by the anticipated 
effect such decisions w)uld make on the sale and profits of said book." 
Burleson had a point: whether or not he would in fact be influenced in 
his decision by its effect on the sales of his book, it is hardly approp-
riate for a judge to have a financial interest in the decision of a case 
before him. It is strange enough for a judge to make public announcement) 
about a case ho has tried, but to do so in book form while the case is 
still 04 appeal is unprecedented. Here, where the case might still be 
before udge Brown at the time his book was pUblished, the situation was 
grotesque. 

p.362 	 The exact reason for Judge Brownie change of heart will neve: 
be Down. One can, however, hazard a guess that the judge's de-

cision had something to do with a document which had fallen into the 
hands of Ruby's lawyers. It was a letter from Joe B. Brown on his of-
ficial court stationery, dated March 12, 1965, to an editor of Holt, 
Rinehart & Winston, Incorporated, the New York publisher of the judge's 

J projected book. In this most unusual letter, Judge Brown said 

About the book - It perhaps is a pod thing that it is not  
finished, because they have filed a Motion to disqualify me on the  
rounds of havi.,  a ecunia interest in the case. 1 can refufe that 

•g s a ng 	a 	are as een no •Co pu 	s e or a. 	ave no  
begun fo write a book. 

we are coming along nicely. We have approximately 190 pages 
complete. . . . 

Perhaps equally embarrassing to the judge was his comment that: 

p.363 	 (In fact, although layman Ruby could not be expected to 
know this, it is almost impossible to think of any issue on which 

the President's widow could have testified at the trial of Oswald. There 
could be no doubt that her husband had been killed, and she apparently 
had no information on any other issue in the case.) 

p.364 The litigation over Jack Ruby will not and with a determination 
of kaim his present mental condition or, for that Teatteer,l_teith 

decisien,erethe,,Texas Courthef-CriminalfiAppeale.,  if ,itubrte tonvlotion 
is reversed, the state willrquickiy,bringAidm to trial Again:unless hi 
me 4e1 coodlitp-requires a_pnationement,until he can cooperate inuell 
gehtirwiW' aLacUnailftanCilWiihAifidefense. On the other hand*- if 
the contiCtion 	affirmed;-Ruby's attorneys, having had their appleal _the 
	ijii#t(;with criminal jurisdiction (the Supreme CoUrt 

LoVaxattill0e4T1sdiptyn over civil cases only), can then vattempt to 
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secure review by the supreme Court of the United States, claiming thal 
the Texas trial court denied their client some right granted him by th 
United States Constitution. If this effort fails and the Supreme ''ours 
either declines to hear the case or, having heard it, rules that the 
points presented do not merit a reversal, one might think that the 
process of review would be at an end. It will, in facto  have bareily 
begun. 

After this procedure, known as the direct reviews  is complete, 
Ruby will have the right to embark upon what is called collateral at-
tack on his conviction. First, he can petition the Texas court of the 
district where he is imprisoned to order his release on a writ of habeas 
Corpus, Ruby can allege that his conviction was defective because of 
some violation of his constitutional rights, such as the admission into evidence of a coerced confession, inadequate assistance of counsel, know-ing use of perjured testimony by the prosecution, or his own insanity 
at the time of trial. To none of these issues it the transcript of the 
trial conclusive, and additional testimony can be taken to resolve them. 
If the state trial court denies the petition for habeas corpus, Ruby can appeal to the Texas Court of Criminal Appeals again, and if this is un-
successful, ask a second time for review of the United States Supreme 
Court. 

p.367 Many people were diaappointed that his trial shed so little light 
on the motive underlying Jack Ruby's crime. In all probability 

their expectation was unrealistic from the outset. The rules of evi_ 
dance, for a variety of reasons, sometimes reject testimony which is 
relevant and probative; and the adversary system, which insures that 
the only evidence produced is that tendered by the parties, often leaves 
large areas of the case unexplored because neither aide has felt it tac-
tically prudent to expose them. Moreover, aside from the question of 
sentence, the main issues at Jack Ruby's trial were whether he was in-
sane and, if not, whether he committed the murder of Oswald with malice. 
The definition of insanity is so narrow and that of malice so broad that Ruby could have had a wide variety of motivations while being sane and 
acting wAth malice within the meaning of Texas law, 

p.368 Other conspiracy theories have been advanced and it isprobably 
only a matter of time before some imaginative historian stumbles 

on the conclusion that Ruby did not kill Lee Harvey Oswald after all. 
Presumably he will contend that the fatal shot o was fired by someone 
else in the crowd while all attention was riveted on Ruby's diversion. 
To support this view he may point out, quite correctly, that no evidence 
at the trial connected the bullet which killed Oswald with Ruby's gun, 
and that although there was testimony that Oswald's side showed a cir-
cular powder burn and a bullet hole, there was nog testimony that the 
bullet hole was within the circle. 

p.370 A more important question by far for lawyers and for others who 
care about American justice is whether, aside from any technical 

errors of law, Jack Ruby was accorded a fair trial. 
Same of the news reporters. at tilts tri,elo.by,_thqr lteiirtfaram-ii-

iaritrWftWIleglarprocedures 'Were' atili cWiei4oinettanK061.04'the. 
lawyers in attendance mightiiaire'COmp).iie* 
ofctb.e7;-t11Al4.-n?Itityplarrliascipkunkp.b331420, for Jack Ruby far beyond ',What t 	datireirdr, Indoiihatt bbt nieerv'ed14-  Although Oswald may have died, ---4114aturbldrOatia-10,ateyer illusions led him to his deed, Jack Ruby, 11)0/si .07011040a4rOpm and the press of the world, was stripped..of 
	 JLJe  e  
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pod his psychiatrists as a latent homosexual with a compulii*deal*IVI C 	 e I liked and respected, described by his own lawyer as the village damningly quoted - untruthfully, he felt - by members of the police department in whose reflected prestige he had been happy to bask, and forced to sit as a passive witness while the attorneys, the judge and the jury fought over and decided his fate. As one ofo the newsmen, .Edward Linn, put it, It would have been kinder to stone him to death." And most of this was unnecessary; Ruby himself was only an exhibit at his own trial and not a very important one at that. There is no reason in law or himanity that he could not have been excused from the court-room during the more painful episodes. The apparent deterioriation in Ruby's mental condition after the trial may be due not so much to the impending death sentence as to the trial itself. The sorry consequence might have been avoided ham had anyone thought of it - and eared enough to Amt. 
But by a fair trial we do not mean a humane trial, nor do we mean merely a trial which reaches what one considered the "correct" conclu-sion. When we say that even the obviously guilty are entitled to a fair trial we are saying that the trial must do more than reach the right answer. Fair trial is a complicated concept which involves, at least to some, a sporting theory that even where the defendant's guilt can p.371 easily be demonstrated, he is entitled to a chance for acquittal. At minimum, however, ialxim fair trial implies two notions - that of equality (has the accused been given the same protection and chance of acquittal as others similerly situatidi) and that of rational proce-dure (gas there been an adherence to procedures rationally adapted to determine the guilt or innocence of the accused?). In this sense of the term it is difficult to isolate blatant sources of unfairness in the trial of Jack Ruby. Admittedly, had Ruby been an Angeo-Saxon Protestant without, as he put it at one of the post-trial hearings, "the wrong background,' his chances for acquittal might have been enhanced, yet exactly how - and whether in any significant measure - is impossible to determine. Although one might be more confident of the fairness of the trial had the defense's change-of-venue motion been granted, it may well be that this feeling is merely the result ofeonstant repetition of the charge that Dallas could not give Ruby a fair trial. Conceding that as a practical matter local prejudice may be most difficult to prove, the evidence presented at the change-of-venue hearing - as distinguished from naked surmises concerning the subconscious motivations of the city - fell short of demonstrating the unfitness of Dallas as a place of trial. The great disparity in the resources available to the prosecution and the defense might also be relevant to the fairness of the trial. Still, this was not a case where the defendant, too poor to afford an attorney, was assigned an incompetent or uninterested one by the court. Ruby's chief attorney had, to say the least, an excellent reputation. Similarly, though the conduct of the prosecuting attorney staff was not in all respects in accord with the hftbest standards of the legal pro-fession, criminal prosecution has always been a rough-and-tumble busi-ness, and the number of prosecution attempts to bring inadmissible matt( before the jury was far exceeded by those of the defense. On the other hand, there is no doubt that the resultPortheitria leaves4a00A0Fitich3Mak uneasy feeling. 

f ct that most of us would feel that, considering the nature of the ipikr1Ce;th.e accuiiiii034e,Renalty imposed was too severe. And whi7 
e Ariarlf-nae been fair, 	Imam, that a trial ,  reaching the wrong re 
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The prosecutors have asserted since the trial that the jury 
voted the death penalty because of faulty defense tactics. No one 
denies that where defense counsel can properly be labeled incompetent 

the trial is not fair; but if we go further and hold a trial ukfair 
because an attorney made what we feel are tactical errors, we are open-

ing wide Pandora's box. In all cases, criminal and civil, a decision 
by an attorney can mean the difference between victory and defeat for 

his client, and it is often not at all obvious that the tactical 
p.372 choice which resulted in defeat was a bad choice. We cannot be 
sure that a different tactic would have altered the result and even if 
with hindsight this appears to be true, it may well be that at the time 
it was made, based on the information then available, the unfortunate 
decision was a prudent one. In litigation, as in many other areas of 
life, a "correct" decision may lead to disaster, while an "incorrect" 
one might have carried the day. The hard fact is that our adversary 
system must rely to a great extent not only on both sides being repre_ 
slanted with equal skill but also upon their having approximately equal 
amounts of luck. 

The operation of the adversary system is not the only factor in 
the Ruby case thkt inspires uneasiness. The Ruby trial was a state 
case and our legal procedures are not designed for cases where all the 
participants - the lawyers, the judge, the witnesses and the jury - know 
that the eyes of the nation are on them, The processes of American jus-

tice are designdd for administration in relative o quiet and tranquillity. 

If in no other way, the trial of Jack Ruby was different because this 
atmosphere was absent. Whatever else one can say of the case, it was 
not a quiet one. The crowded corridors thronging with newsmen,micro-

phones and television cameras, the countless interviews, and the reali-
zation that all concerned were enacting history influenced the partici_ 
pants in many obvious ways, It is not extreme to assume that there were 
also more subtle effects. The difficult and fundamental problem which 
these facts raise is that it may be impossible for the United States 

ever to afford in a state case a fair trial if by this we mean a trial 
not basically different from the usual unpublicized one. 

We cannot, of course, be completely certain that the pressures 

of publicity in a state case affect the result. Aa it happened, a clue 
can be derived from the operation of the law in an unpublicized case which 
was not so very much different from that of Jack Leon Ruby. . . . 

Shortly after Jack Ruby shot and killed Lee Oswald in the base-

ment of the "'alias Police and Courts Building, another at of violence 
occurred in Sioux City, Iowa. There, on the afternoon of Sunday, Novem-
ber 214, 1963, Vaschia Michael Bohan, a forty0seven-year-old dental tech-
nician, and his mot her were seated in the living room of their home 
watching a television program about the funeral arrangements for Presi-

dent Kennedy. Suddenly Bohan's sixty-eight-year-old stepfather entered 
the room and loudly cursed the assassinated President. 

Bohan rose, picked up a pair of sewing scissors, and stabbed his 
stepfather six times, once in the mouth and five times in the chest. 
The older man fell to the floor dead and at 2:52 p.m. - one hour and 

thirty-two minutes after the shooting of Oswald, Bohan telephoned the 

Sioux„City,PnlpAgt Department,t0.report his crime, Twopolio'6':offiCers 
arrived shortly theresOir and he,„muirendered without . resistance. 

p.373 On Monday, November 250  1963,'Bohah, like Ruby, was irraigne'd on 
17\72Zie'l#41ft),V4rder.. 4o-4%1:laded not guilty and demanded aPi4e- 

llizar,"hear 	 - Ban was set at $10,000; fit was promptly posted and 
rlp"717eleaeed4rpmdcustody. 

/ ncDecembeilMohan changed his plea to guilty. On the day before 
youqurnu Eiltn2pu2 
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Christmas he appeared in the courtroom of District Judge George M. 
Paradise for sentencing. The judge had pondered the acousedla crime 
and the atmosphere in which it had taken place. Referring to the as_ 
sasaination of President Kennedy, Judge Paradise stated that "the 
entire nation was under stress and strain from the tragedy," He con-
tinued: "But that is not a reason for a citizen of the nation to re-
lease his emotions to the extent of causing another tragedy. The 
defendant's deed, he concluded, would weigh forever on pis conscience. 
Then he sentenced Bohan to eight years in prison and a *1,000 fine. 
The judge suspended the prison sentence and ended the hearing by wish-
ing the defendant a merry ristmas and a happy new year. 

Bohan paid his fine and went home. 
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